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PLANS UNDERWAY FOR JUNIOR-SENIOR
Major Louis D. Hutson Is CLEMSON GRADUATES Jungaleers To Play For
TO RENDER SPEECHES
Named To Replace Archer AT COMMENCEMENT Annual Dance May Tenth
Major Hutson, Class of '13, to
Become Instructor of Military Science

Work Completed

TO REPORT IN JUNE
Major Louis D. Hutson, Clemson
graduate in the class of 1913, will report here in June for active war department duty, it was announced recently by the office of the professor of
military science and tactics.
Major Hutson entered the service
just after America's entry in the World
War, and is now located in the chemical warfare department at Fort Howard, Md.
REPLACE ARCHER
He will replace Captain Waine Archer who has been ordered to report
on Aug. 18 as a student in the general
staff school at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Captain Archer has been stationed
here since September.

TICER DOLFERS TAKE
WIN FROM TERRIERS
Linksmen Win First Match of
Season by 11.5 to 6.5
Score
Clemson's golfers took their first
win of the season at the expense
of the Wofford Terriers on the Boscobel course Friday afternoon by
11 1-2 to 6 1-2. Cannon of Clemson was medalist with a 79.
Three of the matches resulted in
ties, two singles and a double.
RESULTS
McCrary (C) tied Bomar (W),
1 1-2 all.
Hardin (W) defeated Dean (C)
2 to 1
Cannon (C)
defeated
Kilgore
(W), 3 to 0.
Speights (C) and Lancaster (W)
-tied, 1 1-2 all
McCrary and Dean (C) tied Bomar and Hardin (W), 1 1-2 all.
Cannon and Speights (C) defeated
Kilgore and Lancaster (W), 3 to 0.

By Their Words
The best use I've ever seen of
"Clemson" boots is being put into
practice at the Soil Erosion Projects in Spartanburg.
—Collings.
You can always tell a woman but
you can't tell her much.
—Taylor.
You can't go very far without
women—especially in the agricultural world.
—Crantlall
I'm not going fishing this w&e'x
end so I'll have you gentlemen a
little quiz for Monday.
—Hen'urioks.

George Warren, '08,
Strom
Thurmond, '23, Prominent
Clemson Men, to Deliver
Addresses

WERE POPULAR STUDENTS

R. B. Murphy Wins
Emblem Award
The uniform board, after consid
ering all designs for the cap insignia, has i ecommended to the Board
of Trustees the adoption of the design submitted by Cadet Robert B.
Murphy as being the most suitable
for the Clemson cap emblem.
The solution offered by Cadet
George D. Way was awarded second
place and the design of Manley S.
Young zvas commendable.

George Warren, '08, and James
Strom Thurmond, '23, two of Clemson's most famous graduates, will
return to the campus at the Graduation Exercises on June 2, 3, and
4 of this year as Commencement
speakers. Mr. Warren will deliver
the Baccalaureate Address and Mr.
Thurmond will be the speaker at the
Alumni Banquet
FAMOUS LAWYER
An outstanding member of the
South Carolina Bar Association, Mr.
Warren has made a name for him- Clemson Netmen Win by Score
(Continued on page two)
of 5-2

Tiger Racqueteers
TopErskine Team

HONOR TEXTILE MEN
INDUCTED BY PHI PSI

With '.he distribution of the college annual yesterday, Taps sounded
for the efforts of the present staff
headed by H. D. Nottingham. The
1935 yearbook slunvs the concentrated
work of the retiring editor and is Leitner, Hankinson, Williams,
Snipes, Woodside, Formally
worthy of comparison with any annual in the country. Nottingham is
Admitted
to be congratulated upon the successful culmination of his editorship.
Formal initiation will be held tonight by the Clemson chapter of Phi
Psi, national honorary textile fraternity
for an honor sophomore, three juniors,
and one senior.
FIVE INDUCTED
The cadets to be inducted are H.
State High-school Students to
D. Leitner of Graniteville, sophomore;
Take Part; Tate is
W. O. Hankinson, of Aiken, A. M.
Director
Williams' of Columbia, and T. F. Snipes
of Greenwood, juniors; and J. P.
Over 100 students from 30 urban Woodside of Greenville, senior.
and industrial high schools over the
The ceremony will bring to a close
state will arrive at Clemson on May a three weeks period of "tapping."
3 to take part in the second annual
industrial education contest, under the
direction of H. S. Tate, associate professor of vocational education.
TWO-DAY PERIOD
In the 2 day period covered by the
contest the visitors will enter woodworking, mechanical drawing, and tex(By E. D. W.)
tile activities. They will be given an
opportunity to demonstrate any creative
If the bill Introduced on
ability and to develop judging, by
March 22 by Chairman John J.
grading work done in the college woodMcSwain of the House Milishop, drawing department, and textary Affairs Committee, becomes
tile school.
a law an opportunity will be
The following professors will act as
presented for 250 recent R. O.
judges: W. W. Klugh,
mechanical
T. C. graduates to be commisdrawing; R. L. Lee, textiles; and J.
sioned Second Lieutenants in
L. Marshall, woodwork.
the Regular Army at the rate
The students will be guests of the
of 250 a year until 2,000 addicollege during their sojourn.
tional officers are added to the
personnel of the Regular Army.
F. A- FAINT T<! VISITOR
PROM WEST POINT
ON CLEMSON CAMPUi
According to other provisions
of the same act not over 50
F. A. Faust, soecialist for the Brisper cent of the appointments
tol company of Waterbury, Conn, manwill come from the graduates
ufacturers of recording and controlling
of the U. S. Military Academy,
instruments, arrived at Clemson Wedand the other 50 per cent will
nesday for a discussion of textile and
come from graduates of the R.
dairy control oroblems with Dr. E. R.
O. T. C. or enlisted men or warManning, head of the division of texrant officers of Regular Army
tile chemistry and dyeing, and Prof. J.
or National Guard, who hold
P. LaMaste'-. Dairy Deptment head.

Industrial School
Sponsors Contest

Clemson's tennis team defeated
Erskine Wednesday on the latters
courts by a score of five to two.
Erskine took two of the five singles
matches from the Tigers but both
matches went three sets. , The locals
have now won six out of seven
meets.
Gettys (E) defeated Woodward
6-3, 6-8, 2-6.
Horton (C) defeated Calhoun 6-3,
6-2
Campbell (C) defeated Preston
6-3, 6-2
Whitesides (E) defeated Spann
2-6, 6-2, 6-3
Calhoun (C) defeated Pressley
6-0, 6-1.
DOUBLES
Horton and Woodward (C) defeated Preston and Calhoun 6-1,
6-2.
Geer and Lagrone (C) defeated
Gettys and Whitesides 9-7, 4-6, 6-4.

Bill Before Congress Promises
Commissions For ROTC Shavetails
commissions in the Officers Reserve Corps.
A method of choosing the
men for the appointments is
yet to be decided upon. It is
probably that examinations will
to a large extent determine the
choice.
McSWAIN'S ARGUMENT
The argument of Chairman
McSwain in favor of this bill is
based on purely evident facts.
He asserts that 250 out of the
700 graduates of good military
schools and colleges
are at
least equal to the 250 graduates
of the U. S. Military Academy
in natural ability, leadership,
personality, and education.
EFFECTIVE JULY 1
The bill, if passed, will go into effect on July 1 of this year
and will concern men between
21 and 30 years of age. The
men will be distributed among
the several Corps Areas.

Way, Wiggington 'in Charge of
Decorations; Informal
Dances Saturday
To the sparkling refrain of "Sweet
Sue" rendered by the Jungaleers,
the annual Junior-Senior will begin
Friday night Mfty 10. It is the annual custom
of
the members
of the Junior class to give the departing Seniors an evening of exceptional entertainment, and
the
Junior-Senior dances in the past
have proven to be delightful affairs
Plans are under way to make this
year's dance one of the most enjoyable ever to be held on the campusDANCES ON SATURDAY
The formal dance Friday night is
expected to attract quite a number
of dance lovers. A unique feature
of the dance will be the presentation of a novelty no-break card to
each girl. A most pleasant feature
of the evening will be the proposed!
buffet supper to be held during intermillion. The Friday night dance will
(Continued on page two)

PROFS, TAKE A STAB
AT THISSIMPLE QUIZ
Following True False Exam
Flunked by Princeton
Faculty
Your prof, may stump you on almost any question concerned with his
own subject, but begin to throw questions at him about other subjects you
are studying, and chances are he'll look
like a ninny.
This general campus rumor was1 verified at Princeton recently when a group
of Princeton professors got together
and gave themselves a test covering
most of the subjects taught on the campus.
ALL FLUNK
Every darned one of them flunked!
the test. Here are some of the questions ; to be answered true or false:
1.—Observations confined to a closed
room can detect the earth's axial rotation.
2. J. A. D. Ingres is noted as a
master of line drawing.
3. The President of the United
States may veto specific items in appropriation bills.
4. The roots of a general polynomial of degree higher than four are
not complex numbers.
5.—Naevius orifinated the fabulae
praetextatate.
(Continued on page eight)

BREARLEY. WILLIAMS
AT KNOXVILLE MEET
Dr. H. C. Brearly, head of the
Clemson department of sociology and
psychology, and Dr. B. O. Williams,
rural sociologist in agricultural economics, attended a meeting in Knoxville,
Tenn., last Saturday to organize the
Southern Sociological Society.

TWO
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JUNIOR-SENIOR DANCE
TO BE HELD MAY 10

was elected to the State Senate in
CLEMSON GRADUATES
1933, and is now a prominent statesTO RENDER SPEECHES
AT COMMENCEMENT man, being a member of several com(.Continued from page one)

(.Continued from page 1)
lie followed by informal dances Saturday.
The Jungaleers under the capable
direction of Jim Farmer have been
devoting many hours of practice to
perfecting their distinctive arrangements of the latest popular melodies.
Several new additions in personnel
Jhave been made, and the Jungaleers
Jnow offer an exceptionally well-balanced sax team and brass section.
"Vocal numbers will be rendered by
Prank All, "Pie" Webb, Jeff Davis,
and Bhwight Chapin.
Jeff Davis,
^better known as the "Pee Wee"
Hunt of the South, has created quite
a sensation wherever Jungaleers
.have played.
Among the coming
•arrangements of the Jungaleers are
the Converse and Winthrop Junlor•SenioTs.
Utecorations for the dance are under the supervision of George Way
and T. A. Wigington.
All other
work in connection with the dance
Is under the direct supervision of
the Junior Class officers.

self in the political circles of the
state, serving in the House of Representatives from 1912-1916, and
as solicitor of the 14th Circuit, 1916-1920 .
At one time he was
elected to the bench, but refused the
honor because of his youth, for he
was one of the youngest men ever
elected to a judgeship in South Carolina.
PROMINENT SENATOR
Since receiving his BS Degree in
Agriculture in '23, Mr. Thurmond
has become famous in the field of
Education, teaching Vocational Education at Edgefield High School for
seven years, and serving as Edgefield County Superintendent of Education from 1929-33. In 1930, he
was admitted to the Bar, and is now
official attorney for Edgefield Coun
ty, the cities of Edgefield and Johnston, the Security Bank, and state
attorney for the Southern Railway.
Mr. Thurmond is a member of the
National Advisory Committee of Illiteracy, and State Vice-Chancellor
of the Junior Order of TJ. A. M. He

mittees, including the Rules, the
Military, and is chairman of the
Public Buildings Committee.
EXCELLENT STUDENT
While at Clemson, both men were
outstanding students. Warren was a
member of both the TAPS and the
TIGER staffs, a holder of many
track records, President of the Senior Dancing Club, and winner of
the Columbian Anniversary Orator's
Medal-'08. Thurmond, who was also an excellent track man was president of both the Calhoun Literary
Society and the Edgefield-McCormick County Club.
BOTH ARE RESPECTED
The two speakers will be received
with respect and admiration while
here, for both are Clemson's own
products, and each has become an
outstanding success in the affairs
of the State.
In my opinion the present is one of
the most interesting periods in the entire history of the world, yet possibly
one of the most difficult for a young
man seeking employment.—Daniel Willard.
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END OF WORLD WILL
RESEARCH PROF FINDS
BE RESULT OF RADIO? WINTER MYS HOTTER
Discovery that the sun's rays are
Cambridge Scientist Advances
hotter in the winter than in the sumRevolutionary Theory
Sir Arthur Eddington, professor of
astronomy at Cambridge University,
predicts that when the world comes to
an end it will be the result of one
stupendous broadcast of radio waves.
RESULT IN RADIATION
He explained: "The ultimate fate
of protons and electrons is to annihilate each other and release energy
from radiation. Thus, finally, the universe will become a ball of radiation,
becoming more and more rarified and
passing into longer and longer wave
lengths.
HERTZIAN WAVES
"The longest waves of radiation are
Hertzian waves—the kind used in
broadcasting. So the end of the physical world will be' one stupendous broadcast."
NO NEED FOR WORRY
Sir Arthur added, however, that we
would not have to worry about this
for several billion years.

mer has been made by Prof. Bernard
Haurwitz, Harvard University research
associate.
Winter, he said, is colder than summer because the days are so much
shorter, giving the sun less time to heat
up the surface. The sun's rays are
hotter in winter, he said, for several
reasons:
i.—The earth happens to be nearer
the sun when it is winter in the northern hemisphere.
2.—There is less water vapor in the
air to soak up the sun's rays.
3.—The winter air is much clearer
than summer air because there is less
dust in the air in winter.
Dr. Haurwitz and his aids measured
the intensity of the sun's rays every
clear and partly clear day in the year
I933i using instruments perpendicular to>
the sun's rays.
Patronize
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Architects To Hold Conclave Here April 30
TIGER TRACKMEN AGAIN VICTORIOUS IN MEET
WITH CAROLINA; FORD, ROBINSON ARE STARS
Bengals Take All First Places; MORGAN IS APPOINTED
EXTENSION ASSISTANT
Three State Records Are
Broken
SCOTT, GREEN ABSENT
Coach Howard's Bengal tracksters took one more step toward
the South Carolina championship
when they swamped the Carolina
Gamecock last Saturday afternoon
on the Clemson track by a 99 to
32 score.
Clemson
took
every
first place, tying for first in the
pole vault, and broke three state
records in the low hurdles, mile,
and javelin.
The Tigers
would
have easily garnered well over 100
points but for the absence of Scott
and the disqualification of Green
in the half mile.
FORD OUTSTANDING
Harris Ford of Clemson totalled,
13 points to take high scorer with
Robinson, Clemson,
second with
11 1-4. George E'pps took two seconds and a third to take scoring
honors for Carolina.
THE SUMMARY
100-yard dash Ford (C); Epps
(SO; Mauney CSC), 9.9.
220-yard dash: Ford (C); Epps
(SC); Mauney (SC), 22.0.
440-yard run: Robinson (C);
Mitchell (SC); Herlong (C), 51.4.
880-yard run: Langford, (C);
(SC,
Turner (SC);
McLaughlin
2:09.
One mile run: Green (C); Cardwell (SC); Penland (SC) 4.36.
Two mile run: Hinson (C); Altman (C); Langford (C) 10:44.6.
Low hurdles: Folger (C); Carter
(C); Petitt (SC) 25.2.
High hurdles: Carter (C); Petitt (SC); Taylor (SC); 16.
Shot put: Dillard (C);
Bryant
(C); Taylor ('SC), 41 feet 7 3-4
inches.
Javelin: Blackwell (C); McConnell (C); Taylor (SC), 184 feet,
4 inches.
Discus: McConnell (C); Bryant
(C); Taylor (SC) 128 feet 11 in.
High jump: McMahan,
Bryce
and Carter (all of Clemson) tied
for first, 5 feet, 11 inches.
Broad jump:
Robinson
(C);

Vep

ON
THE A|r

Director D. W. Watkins of the
Extension Service announces the
transfer of T'homas W. Morgan from
Aiken to the Extension Service headquarters at Clemson College where
he will serve as assistant to the director.
The transfer takes effect
immediately.
VARIED EXPERIENCE
Mr. Morgan, who is a graduate
of Clemson in the class '22, has had
varied experience in the new field
of work that he is to take up. He
taught vocational agriculture two
years in the
Orangeburg High
School; he was then transferred to
McCormick County where he served
as county agent in that county until
1931. In 1931 he went to Aiken
county to take up the same position
there.
FORMER DISTRICT AGENT
Several months ago, he was appointed acting district agent for the
Aiken district in the absence of District Agent A. H. Ward who is on
leave of absence with the FERA.
The position of assistant director
is not to be filled at the present
time, according to Director Watkins'
announcement.
TIGER GRAD TO RECEIVE
DEGREE FROM CORNELL
W. C. Barnes, '31, graduate in
Horticulture, is to receive his Ph.
D. at Cornell University in June.
Since entering Cornell to take graduate work four years ago, Barnes
has held an assistant professorship
with the Horticultural Division there
After graduation he will he employed by the University with the Department of "Vegetable Crops. Barnes
is from Hampton County and was
a member of the Alpha Zeta while
at Clemson.
It takes a strenuous course of
training to attain a mental state
of non-violence.—Mahatma Gandhi.
Ford (C); Tribble (C), 21 feet,
7 inches.
Pole vault: ,Snyder (C) and
Farnum (SC) tied for first; Epps
(SC) 11 feet.
Relay: Herlong, Blackwell, Wall
Robinson (C), 3:32.4.

Sports Bill Offers
Numerous Events
Friday—Wofford at Spartanburg (tennis) ; Georgia Tech in
Atlanta (baseball)
Saturday—Furman at Greenville (track); Georgia Tech in
Atlanta (baseball)
Monday—Erskine at Clemson
(baseball)
Tuesday—Furman at Clemson (tennis)
Thursday—Erskine at Due
West (baseball)
Friday—Carolina at Clemson
(tennis); State Track Meet at
Clinton
Saturday—State Track Meet
in Clinton

BENGAL RACQIEETEERS
WIN OVER^WOFFORD

ANTIQUATED DRAWINGS, MODERN DESIGNS,
AND OPEN HOUSE ARE FEATURES OF MEET
COACH HORNER LEAVES
Medals to Be Awarded Honor
LOCAL STAFF, FOR JOB
Students; Visitors to InAT LOUISVILLE SCHOOL
spect College
After serving as assistant backfield coach at Clemson for the 19 34
season, "Skeet" Horner, former University of Tennessee backfield star
during the reign of the famous
Dodd, McEver, and Hackman, has
accepted a position as assistant to
Coach Wallace Butts of Male High
School in Louisville, Kentucky.
Coach Horner was a member of
the coaching staff at Mercer before
coming to Clemson. He was very
popular with all the Tiger athletes
and will be sorely missed next year
C^ach Neely announced that no one
has been secured to fill this post.

TIGERS WIN DOUBLE

FROM GEORGIA TEAM
Local Netmen Down Spartanburg Team by 6-1
The Tiger varsity nine won two
Score
straight from the Georgia Bulldogs
here last Friday and Saturday, winTaking seemingly revenge for ning 7-2 and 6-4, respectively.
their first defeat of the season at
ONLY FOUR HITS
the hands of Furman earlier in the
Swails allowed only four hits in
week,
the Tiger
netmen
came the opener, while his teammates
through in a big way and wallop- were garnering a total of eleven
ed Wofford 6 to 1 on the local bingles off three Georgia hurlers.
courts Saturday afternoon.
The Bengals virtually won the
ONE WOFFORD VICTORY
game in the second inning when
Because of inclement weather two six of their runs were accounted
of the scheduled doubles were noi for. Richey and Durham led the
played off Watford's only victory stickwoodr, each collecting three
came at the expense of Bobby Spann out of four.
Chavous hit safely
who, for some reason, could not twice out of four attempts to cop
get his placements working in the batting honors.
right way. Thompson, his opponTIGERS RALLY
ent, used his sparkling service to
The Bulldogs had their way in the
great advantage throughout the en- second game until the fifth inning
tire match.
when the Tigers came from behind
SUMMARY
with four runs to take the lead,
Horton (C) defeated Herbert, 6-2, which they held throughout the rest
6-1
of the contest. Lee and Hood tied
Woodward (C) defeated Prince, for the Bengal hitting honors with
6-0, 6-2
two out of four apiece. Durham,
Thompson W) defeated .Spann, pitching for the Tigers, went the
6-4, 5-7, 6-4
entire route, thus winning his secCampbell (C) deefated Snyder, ond game in as many starts. Car6-0, 6-1
ter, Georgia pinch hitter, knocked
Geer (C) defeated
Strickland, a home run in the ninth.
6-2, 7-9, 6-4
Calhoun (C) defeated Lander,
We do not like the word sacri6-3, 6-0
fice because it suggests inconvenHorton and Woodward defeated ience.—Bishop E. M. Stires.
Prince and Thompson, 6-4, 6-0.
. Biographers have been a little
If people are housed like pigs, you too anxious to prove that the great
are also the good.—Rebecca West.
cannot expect them to become saints.

Architects from South Carolina
and neighboring
states will
be
guests of the Clemson department
of architecture at a conclave to
be held here on April 30, it was
announced today.
TO INSPECT COLLEGE
The opening meeting will be
held at 11 A. M., following 'Which
will come an inspection of the
college buildings and campus, military exercises at
noon, and
a
luncheon immediately after.
In the afternoon the visitors
will inspect the work of local architectural students, and a number of other exhibits.
The display of local talent will include
architectural
designs,
freehand
and color drawings by all classes,,
competitive sketches for the Table
Rock
park
development
near
Greenville, and competitive sketches for a Clemson service plate.
DRAWING EXHIBITS
An exhibit of drawings of 18th
century French houses and a collection of rare and valuable etchings have been loaned for the occasion by Mr. Marshall
Prevost
and Mr. J. W- Norwood, both oi
Greenville.
The etchings include
the work of such masters as Durer
Rembrandt, Goya, Whistler,
and
Zorn.
During the conclave, honor will
be paid to the memory of Robt.
Mills, first American born architect regularly trained for the profession. He was born in Charleston in 1781 and lived until 1855,
practicing in this state, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington.
Among buildings he has designed
are the state asylum in Columbia,
Baptist church in Charleston, court
houses in Camden and Winnsboro,
and the U. S. Treasury building
Patent Office, Old Post Office, and
the Washington
monument in
Washington.
Medals for excellence in architecture will be awarded the outstanding junior and senior by the
S. C. chapter of the American Institute of Architects
"Open house" for people of the
campus and vicinity will be held
on the afternoon of the gathering.

THERE ARE FIVE PERIODS IN THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF EGYPT —
ANCIENT EMPIRE —FIRST
THE8AN MONARCHY,,
SECOND THEBAN^
MONARCHY —/
DECADENCEJ
PERIOD—^
AND REVIVAL
PERIOD. '

ARCHITECTURE
IMOST OF THE EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE
THE CONSTRUCTION OF TEMPLES
.AND TOMBS -WHICH BRINGS
| US TO THE TEMPLE^
vOF KARNAK

>*

COLLEGE PROM
RUTH ETTING
and her melody
RED NICHOLS
and his rhythm
Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C..

miss Ruth Etting when
she sings at the "prom" next
week. Don't miss your chance
to dance when Red Nichols plays
hot music. Kellogg's College
Prom pays respects to a different campus next Friday night.
All the thrills and merriment of
a happy party. Plus excitement
from the sports world. Be sure
to tune in!
DON'T

TOBACCOTECTURE
LTHE_BE5T PLAN 15 TO FILL YOUR
PIPE WITH MILD.MELLOW
PRINCE ALBERT AMD
' FIND OUT HOW GOOD
<T0P- QUALITY TOBACCO

TflE GL££ CLUB /

FOR IT'S M |-||-L£THASN0"BITE"1 (YOU'RE THE TOPll
AND MELLOW
PJrlvo-DO-°oo )A _ y
'

0PRINCE ALBERT IS THE LARGEST*!
PIPE TOBACCO —
1;SELLING
AND fT'S MINE!JfcrtNE ! MINE

E,very Fri. Niqlst

8:30
Eastern SIJI ml J»r<1 Time
1V./X JVeiicorfc—iV. it. C.

FRINGE ALBERT

THE
NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE !
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■a—i

—that Lt. Col. "I'm a regular"
Mustard, felt very low at reveille
Tuesday morning as a result of his
visit to Anderson all Sunday. We
would too if we had been in your
boots, Alan.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that "Mac"
"Bar-bell built me
up" Folger claims he, like 'our
fran' Doc Sikes, has "conjuctivities"
from watching the heels go over the
hurdles.
He should have it bad
when we meet Furman ... if you
under stand what we mean by
HEELS.
■—

EDITORIAL

OSCAR SAYS

—that J. B. "I'm a crooner, aren't
we" All cannot dope out why Frances Hanks refused to dance with
him at the "Y" social.
Anyway,
what's an All doin at the "Y"?

OLD GAG
In following our usual practice
of culling through the college papers of the state we continue to run
into new versions of the mouldering "A Clemson Man Needs No Introduction" and now the tally is
up to six seperate and distinct interpretations.
We note
without
pride that the latest paper to fall
into line is the Citadel Bulldog,
which uses as a locale the house
of a person known as Jeannie. Once,
oh so long ago, we laughed heartily
at that story. We even went so
far, if we remember correctly, as
to chuckle in print and to toss an
orchid to its author. But now we
think its time that steps were taken
and we do think that, knowing by
the smell the the age of that ancient quip, the boys on the Bulldog
might have come forth with something shiny and new.
With all
■those bars and things keeping them
away from Charleston's bars and
things, with so much enforced leisure, we feel just a trifle disappointed that they
couldn't give
up
their thumb twidling long enough
to evolve a new joke of a little
later vintage than "Who was that
lady I seen you with last night?"

the steady flow of puns we encountered when, back in our formative
days, we signed a course under
Professor Rhyne, but be that as
it may, we are drawing up plans
now for a society to do something
about the latest campus scourge.
Something, possibly the inavasion
of Izzy Blodgette, Brenau's famed
connoisseur of inane humor, has
brought about an influx of Little
Audrey gags and one can no longer
dash about the campus
without
crashing headlong into a new one.
And to further add to the general
depraved state of the local humorists, Mr. Bob Anderson has imported
from Georgia a few retouched revivals of the old conversation which
runs:
You remind me of that man.
What man ?
That man of power.
What power?
Voodoo.
Hoodoo?
You do.
Do what?
Remind me of that man ....
Ad infinitum, to the gentle accompanient of tearing hair.
.—TALK OF THE TO"WTT—.

FOILED FOILS
By way of injecting a serious note
—that Capt. George 1. "I couldn't
into this drivel, we are really seekIN WHICH WE CHECK UP ON THE PROFESSORS
stand to be twenty miles back of
ing support for a movement which
the lines" Ramsey unknowingly jibwill, we believe, be beneficial to
ed the wrong cadet about making
the school. What we are getting
this column. Cap, you know somearound to is an appeal for a fenceone has to write Oscar to offset
ing team here. After all, and in
HAT PROFESSOES HAVE NUMEROUS WAYS in the blah, blah of the Talk of the
spite of all the evidence to the
which they check up on students, and that the op- Town.
contrary, this is a military school,
-OSCAR SATSportunities of students to "keep tab" on the profesand sabre duelling at least should
—that Corporal "Little" Gordon
receive the army's sanction.
The
sors are somewhat fewer in number is obvious to
threatened to bust three sophomore
teams
at
the
Citadel
and
at
Caroall. Recently, several of the student leaders of Clemson made privates for throwing water out of
lina are among the most popular
out a questionnaire in regards to a check up on the professors the window last week. Hold back,
of the minor sports organizations
of this institution; these questions were asked: "Does he know mighty one, you have plenty of
and there is no reason why it
his subject? Does he put it across? Does he show any interest time for that after Big Inspection
shouldn't be well received here. Its
has blown over.
a great sport, the one athletic enin the student and his activities? Do you like him personally?
-OSCAR SATSdeavor
where size and weight count
What grade did you make on his course?" The questionnaire __that we wish to congratulate Mac
for nothing. The most graceful of
was submitted to the members of the junior and senior classes; Watson on his finally obtaining
all combat, it builds up timing and
each individual with the caution to be as conscientious as pos- something after two and a half
poise to a high degree.
And it is
sible in answering the questions, was asked to evaluate all his years of unsuccessful snatching.
fascinating to watch.
This paraOSCAR SATS
graph probably won't be read by
instructors at Clemson.
—that we venture 'to say that Harry
anybody in position to do anything
When confronted with such a situation students react in "Talking out the side of my mouth
about it, or by anyone else, but
various ways. There is the type of student who with a spite is natural" Ashmore will not tell
we still think it's a good idea and
TALK OF THE TOW.V
there are a number of people who
or grudge sees an opportunity to get even with some profes- Madeline of Winthrop about his re- INANE
cent trip to Paris mountain.
We are beginning to fear that the agree.
sors; blinded by prejudice he uses his vote to "get even" just
OSCAR SATS
■
TALK OF THE TOW3T
because he does not like certain professors. Fortunately this __that Bob Anderson has been mak- first stages of a crochety old age
are upon us. We no longer have WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
group is the minority, though it is an obnoxious and noisy mi- ing many trip to Athens lately and
Sergeant Lee of "B" company
the patience and the kindly tolerOscar wishes to congratulate Caronority.
ance that should go with our phili- who retired from a mess-hall job in
line Perkins for holding the Clemorder to start off the season by
There is a group of students who are indifferent; they are son Cassanova under her wing foi sophic nature. Sometimes we think
that this undermining of a strong meeting formations with the comcharacterized by the don't-care attitude; usually such an atti- such an extensive period.
constitution might be attributed to pany.
—

OSCAR SATS

TALK OF THE TOWN

WORRY
As we write this our aging ears
are assailed by what closely resembles a number of voices blended in
that lovely ballad, "Sweet Adeline.',
The Tiger office is situated in a peculiar strata, flanked on one side
by the barracks barber shop and on
the other by the meeting room of
the B. S. V., and at the moment
we are in a quandry. The songsters just burst forth with their
own inimitable version of "My Wild
Irish Rose" and the combination of
those two songs is forming a horrid
suspicion in our mind.
We are
quite positive that we detected the
limpid notes of a whiskey tenor a
moment ago, and for the sake of
propriety we sincerely hope that
the melodies are emanating from
their proper environs, the barber
shop, and not from the cloistered
seclusion of the Baptist Student
Union rooms.

OSCAR SATS
tude as this is a result of actual dumbness or laziness on the
—that Dot "I get what I want"
part of the student.
Fitzpatrick has vowed again and

Finally there are those who are earnest, serious, and
conscientious. They have the interest of the school at heart;
they take advantage of the opportunity to render a real service
to the college. They are a more select group, and fortunately
are in the majority.

again never to return to these
haunts but always makes her presence about three hours before each
dance ..... so Breazeale says.
OSCAR SATS

—that Capt. Dan Moore is hereby
nominated to the outstanding cadet CITADEL EMERGES FROM
As to the value of the opinion of each group, that of the of the week for commanding his HER MID-VICTORIAN AGE
"""want-to-get-even" group could be dismissed with a mere ges- company to change step eleven disThe Citadel is swiftly coming
ture; the opinion of the indifferent group can be overlooked tinct times in marching from the out of the mid-victorian age; she
absolutely for they can do no good and are not likely to do parade ground to the athletic field (We presume it is a she.) is negotiating for
the purchase
of a
in step with him.
harm. Those members of the group which regard college so as to be OSCAR
SATS
thoroughly modern "sound-picture"
more seriously are capable of passing a much more reliable
that "Big Bill' Williams made machine for educational purposes.
judgement. If the proper information is given for them to a trip to Easley and Pickens, to get The Cadets harbor the fond hope
base their judgement on, they can give opinions that will be a date, missed his midnight ride that they will have the benefit of
-respected. Their judgement presents a view point that can to school and came in at reveille on some popular films with the purnot be gotten anywhere else. They are in a position to judge a mail truck only to inform us chase of the machine. This is
that every girl he knew in both highly possible since all the modsome phases of college life that no others can judge; consecities (?) had a date or had gone ern penitentaries are giving their
quently, if included in formation of guiding policies of the col- off for the week end.
inmates the benefit of modern piclege these opinions can be of great value to the welfare of the
tures,
i
OSCAR SATS
that
since
the
purchase
of
a
few
college and all concerned.
a
It must be a bit of a "fine thing"
hundred copies of the State by the
Opinions and judgement of this majority group can con- Ways and Subers of Newberry (with to have dates on the Washington
tribute much to the development of the welfare of any educa- the new editor of Taps picture in State Normal School (Ellensturg)
tional institution, and since that is true, it would seem that the it) Carolina may be able to pay a j campus. The girls in the dormitories there are campused if caught,
administrators that guide the destinies of this institution would few more Clarys.
a whole weekend for necking in the
do well to capitalize on this contribution that the students can
-OSCAR 8ATSdormitory. Imagine living under
(Continued
on page five)
such drastic regulations!
make.
-■■ ~<
■ -.:..■..-J~KM±M iLilUMSj
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GLIDERS AT KENTUCKY
The Aeronautical Association at
the University of Kentucky is giving exhibition glider flights at their
field, every Sunday. These are tie
first glider flights to be seen in that
part of Kentucky.

CITADEL INSPECTED
Colonel John P. Thomas, Chairman of the Citadel Board of Visitors, recently made an inspection
of the arms of the Infantry Battalion and the barracks of the Artillery Battalion.
Colonel Thomas
commends the Citadel on the excellent condition of the Corps in
general and particularly on the
exceptional neatness of the barracks.
In the Ohio state penitentiary
there are 131 college graduates.
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Commencement Speakers Named

George Warren '08, who has been selected as a speaker for
the commencement exercises in June. He wil deliver the Baccalaureate Address. Mr. Warren is a prominent member of the South
Carolina Bar Association and has been outstanding in state political circles for the past twenty years, serving as representative
*o the state assembly and as circuit solicitor while still a very
young man.
He WAS an outstanding student while at Clemson.
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Oscar Says

ALPHA ZETA INDUCTS
FIVE NEW MEMBERS

CLEMSON SLUGGERS
LOSETOJEWBERRY

(Continued from page four)
-OSCAR SATS

__that H. H. Acker should not disOfficers for Next Year Elect- cuss the staightforwardness (and First Defeat of Season Handed
to Tigers by Indians
ed; Chapman Is New
other
adjectives
unmentionable
Chancellor
here) of a certain Anderson flame
The first defeat of the state seawith one of the Lt. Colonels in such
The Clemson Chapter of the Alpha a loud voice at the staff table.
son was handed the Tigers by a
Zeta, national honorary agricultural
well rounded Newberry College nine
-OSCAR SATSfraternity, held the formal Initiation
on the Clemson diamond Monday
—that rife rumor has it that Duck
afternoon by a heavy 7 to 1 score,
for admitting two juniors and three
sophomores into the organization Allison is to be elected to the posi- as the result of numerous errors
tion of corporal of the last squad and poor batting in the pinches.
Friday night.
by
the members of the Junior Pla- This upset pulled the cadets down
THREE SOPHOMORES
toon.
The men pledged include A. M.
to second in the league with Car-OSCAR SATSGeorge of Aiken and H. E. Eaddy
lina's Birds riding high.
of Hemingway, Juniors;
J. W. —that Willie Clay Breazeale is cerClemson's lone run came in the
Jones of Greenville, W. Mj. Epps of tainly very modest about his pos- last of the eighth when Lee's single
Latta and J. H. Girardeau of Mc- sibilities for next year.
At any followed by Chavous' double scored
Rae, Ga., Sophomores.
mention of his rating he immediate- the Tiger backstop.
Alex Swails
Membership into the organization ly turns his back and walks off.
performed almost as well as Ingram,
is based on scholarship standing,
-OSCAR SATS
Indian hurler allowing nine hits,
personality, leadership, and charac—that Knupp (call her Sack) of striking out five, and walking five,
ter. A student's record must meet
the U. Ga. seems to have control while the Newberry mounder allowthe requirements which have been
of the major portion of the one ed only five, struck out but two and
established by the fraternity, and
However, the five
who nose (Chaplin) and that Esta passed seven.
he must possess those other qualiof the Loe country is just a pass- Ctemson errors came at inopporties which make a gentleman.
tune moments and the usual Tiger
ing fancy.
OFFICERS ELECTED
slugging power was too weak and
At the regular meeting of the
ineffective to cope with the visitors
organization Monday night, April 2 2 TIGER NETMEN MEET
strength.
officers for 1936 were elected. M.
RUSH IS INDIAN STAR
GEORGIA HERE MAY 6
C. Chapman of Pendleton was seRush, Indian rightfielder, was the
lected to the post of Chancellor to
main cog in Newberry's attack, getCoach
Hoke
Sloan
recently
schesucceed W. M Thackston of Greenting two singles and a triple out of
ville. Other officers elected include duled two new matches for his brilfour times at bat.
liant
tennis
proteges,
to
be
played
A. M. George, censor; E. K. Rambo
with
the
University
of
Georgia.
The
Scribe; M. H. Langford, Chronicler
first contest takes place Monday in
NOT SOUND METHOD?
and D. A. Shelley, Treasurer.
Athens with a return engagement
Having the biggest navy and air
en the local courts May 6.
force is not a sound method of
It la of great importance to know
keeping the country out of war,
UNDEFEATED
what diseases a man has lived with
The Bclldog net stars have not in the opinion of the great majoras well as died from.—Dr. Margaret
suffered a defeat in several years ity of the 30,000 college students
Warwick.
so reports say, having won over who have answered the question in
many of the crack tennis teams of a poll being conducted by the LitPatronize TIGER Advertisers
erary Digest.
northern schools.

Shelved by a Sheha?
W /tyAfasz Ol</ Cyo/c/

x^x-^'

:::$
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James Strom Thurmond, '23 who will be the principal speaker
at the annual alumni banquet held here in conjunction with
the graduating exercises in June. He is widely known in educational
and political circles in the state and has had a varied career in
public office. At present he is State Senator from Edgefield
County, and also holds a number of other offices, including a
■membership on the National
Advisory Committee on Illiteracy.

r<*|&

When a silky siren snitches your
escort, there's no consolation in saying what you think of
her. . . Brighten up by lightin' up a sunny-smooth Old
Gold. It has a positive genius for raising your morale.

AT TRYING TIMES . . . . TRY A Smootk OLD GOLD
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Intercollegiate Judging Contest Will Be Held At Clemson
TIGER CUBS WIN OVER
RACQUETEERS
GEORGIA AGGREGATION JOHN E. WHILDEN, '28
LOSE TO FURMAN 5-4 LOCAL PROFS ATTEND
SIX STATE COLLEGES BENGAL
After a week of practice, the
winning streak of the BenDIES IN PECOS. TEXAS
FIRST EROSION MEET Tiger
WILL ENTER JUDGING galThenetmen
Cub baseball nine journeyed
came to a halt last
to
Athens
last
Friday
to
split
a
Thursday at Greenville when the
Was Connected with Shell Oil
tennis team defeated them McGinty, Elting, Collings, God- klouble-header with ithe Georgia
EVENTSJERE MAY 3 Furman
Company; Home in
bey,
Cooper,
and
Patrick
Bullpups, dropping the opener, 7-0
in a series of closely played matchRepresentatives from Virginia, es, 5 to 4.
GEER STARS
North Carolina, Tennessee,
"Rabbit"
Geer led the scoring
Georgia, Florida, and
for the Tigers, winning his singles
Mississippi
match and teaming with LaGrone
to cop one of the doubles. CampAT U. N. C. LAST YEAR
bell and Spann accounted for the
Sponsored by the agricultural col- other two Clemson points by virtheir
respective
leges in the Eastern part of the tue of winning
United States, the seventh annual individual games.
SINGLES
Eastern States Intercollegiate Judging Contest will be held at Clem- Southern (F) defeated Woodward,
7-5, 12-14, 6-3
son on May 3.
Stephens (F) defeated Horton, 9-7,
SEVERAL ENTER
6-3
This contest was held at the University of North Carolina last year. Spann (C) defeated Holliday, 6-2,
4-6, 6-2
These colleges expected to eater this
year are the agricultural colleges Campbell (C) defeated Price, 6-1,
3-6, 6-2
in the states of Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Flori- Daniel (F) defeated Calhoun, 6-1,
6-3
da and Mississippi.
Geer (C) defeated Mauldin, 7-5,
CLEMSON NOT ENTERED
6-1
Clemson will not eater any conDOUBLES
testants .this year, the policy of the
Intercollegiate
Association
being Southern and Stephens (F) defeated Horton and Woodward,
that the college sponsoring the con2-6, 6-4, 6-4.
test shall not enter that year and
that the contest move around from Holliday and Daniel (F) defeated
Spann and Campbell, 3-6, 6-4,
one college to the other.
8-6
The contest here will include the
judging of the following classes of Geer and LaGrone (C) defeated
Price and Kendricks, 6-4, 6-4.
animals: beef cattle, swine, sheep
and mules.
MEDALS AWARDED
Following the usual custom of
awarding medals to the winning
teams and men, three medals will
he awarded to .the three individual
high scorers of the day, one to the
Clemson M. Wilson Is New
highest team, and three silver medAddition, Former Newals to the individual high scorers
berry Student
in each class.
For the first time in the history
of Clemson College a namesake of
WOFFORD GLEE CLUB
Thomas G. Clemson is added to
the Clemson Summer School faThe Wofford Glee Club,
under culty. Clemson M. Wilson, State
Prof. W. P. Price, has just complet- Supervisor of Industrial Education,
out
the
ed its twenty-eighth annual tour. will assist in carrying
The Glee Club and orchestra, with ideals of Thomas G. Clemson by
thirty^three members rendered con- teaching courses in apprenticeship
certs at Columbia College, Kershaw, training and in the administration
Bennettsville, Timmonsville, Kings- and supervision of vocational edutree, Hartsville, Andrews, and Latta. cation.
In addition to his general training
aft Newberry College and the
V. P. I.'S HONOR SYSTEM
University
of
South
Carolina,
where
he
received
the
A
B
and M
The student leaders of Virginia
A degrees respectively, he has had
Polytechnical Institute are endeavorspecial training also at Clemson,
ing to abolish the present honor systhe University of Cincinnatti and
tem, their claim is that the system
Georgia Tech.
Mr. Wilson has
is unfair and ineffective.
served
as
superintendent
o\
Schools at Whitmire, county superAMERICANS COP HONORS
intendent of education, secretary
Two American doctors last week had
and treasurer of the South Carotopped the lists and carried off the high- lina Education Association,
and
est awards open to medical students at for the past nine years has been
Glasgow University. They were Drs. Slate Supervisor of Trade and InRobert C. Elizic and Emmanuel M. dustrial Education for South CaroRappaport, both of New York.
lina.

Summer School
Faculty Enlarged

Go to Field Day

HELD AT SPARTANBURG
The South Carolina Soil Erosion
Service held its first field day at the
erosion project near Spartanburg
Thursday.
CLEMSON REPRESENTED
Clemson was represented by Dean
R. A. McGinty of the School of Agriculture, Professor E. C. Elting of
the Dairy department, Dr. G. H.
Collings and H. P. Cooper of the
Agronomy department, Professor E.
G. Godbey of the Animal Husbandry
department and Mr. C. S. Patrick,'
head of the Farms Division
at
Clemson.
MANY ATTEND
Approximately 1500 people attended the open day celebration
which included an extensive study
and observation of the 3 20 square
miles of land under the supervision
of the S. C. Soil Erosion Service.
A number of educational addresses
were made by men of great prominence throughout the state, including
a number of Clemson men.
At Notre Dame William Shakespeare, football star, was declared
ineligible because he flunked English.
THE PARK STYLLUS

and coming back strong to capture the nightcap, 13-2.
PAGE STARS
Page, Cub pitcher, gave up only
three hits in the first game, but
too many errors proved costly,
and six of the runs were scored
via this route.
SIX WALKS
The Ra:s found their batting
eye in the second game and hit
everything the Georgia hurlers had
to offer. Folger smashed out the
only homer of the day, and Heyward hit a three-bagger.
Boselli,
yearling lead-off man, received a
total of six walks in ten trips to
the rubber.
He hit safely twice
during his other four chances.
Clary opened the game on the
mound, but was relieved by Page.
These two teams will resume
relations here this Friday and Saturday when they meet in another
scheduled double-header.
The Cubs used the same line-up
in both games with the exception
of Page and Clary who alternated.

Sumter

"John E. Whilden, graduate of
Clemson in the Class of 1928,
died on March 29, 1935 at the
Camp Hospital at Pecos,
Texas.
FROM SUMTER
"Mr. Whilden
was born
and
reared at Sumter, but had been
working, since his graduation from
Clemson, for the Shell Oil Company and the Skelly Oil Company,
in the oil fields in West Texas.
He is survived by his wife, who
was formerly of Hobbs, New Mexico, his mother, Mrs. M. V. Wlhilden
of Sumter, S. C, and two brothers, R. H. Whilden, of Houston,.
Texas, and C. N. Whilden, Clemson '27, of Charlotte, N. C.
"Funeral
services
were
held
April 1st in iSumter, and burial
was in the Sumter cemetery."

KAZER TO KENTUCKY
H. J. Kazer, dairy graduate of the
class of '3 2, recently secured a new
position at Fulton, Kentucky with
the Dairy Products Division of Swift
and Company. J. W. Cochran, who
NEWBERRY'S STONE WALL graduated from Clemson in dairying
in the class of '33 is manager of
The class of '35 at Newberry is this plant.
presenting the college with a stone
wall as a token of esteem and reAmerican haste brings many evmembrance. From one point of ils into the world.—Norman Hapview this may be rather symbolic.
good.

Copyright 1935,
The American Tobacco Company,

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE 1 3Y

WILLIAM G. ROWLAND, INC.
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TUNE IN—Luckies are on the air Saturdays, with THE HIT PARADE, over NBC Network 8 to 9 p. m. E. S. T.
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TIGER NETMEN DOWN

ANCIENT EXCERPTS
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Although many of you readers may have already heard of
Coach Jess's plan to keep his
baseball men straight it might
be of interest to others. It
seems that for any slip-up on
the part of the boys Neely
makes them serve sentence on
the track, the number of laps
depending upon the seriousness
of the offense. Charges consist of loafing (not making a
possible base,) being caught off
base, missing a signal, and
coming in late when on a trip.
Two of the boys, Manager
"Virgil IJinder and Gene Brigbam, went off on a little jaunt
in Durham during the spring
holiday trip and showed up
forty-five minutes late—fortyfive miles each to run off. The
gentlemen started doing time
■when they arrived back home,
and from recent information
we learned that only about
eight miles are left. We ven\
ture to say that at least these
two men will be in bed long
before the dead line this week
end, no matter how bright the
lights of Atlanta's Peachtree
may seem.
After the Carolina track meet
we were talking to some of our
good Gamecock friends about tha
outcome of the contest. They were
set back a bit as could be expected, but before long were off on
the prospects for next year and the
main topic of conversation was a
certain freshman Lyon who has
been burning up the freshman events of late so it seems.
In a
triangular meet last week end this
Lyon took a first in the 100, second in the 220, third in the javelin, and ran anchor in the mile
relay, closing up an eight-yard lead
to take a close second and garner
three points which won the meet
*«r the Biddies by 1/2 a point.
All the varsity men are counting
on him in a big way along with
several other flashes, and are even
now making predictions that the
Bengals will meet defeat when the
two rivals meet on the cinders
next spring.
Three state records fell Saturday when three Tigers, Folger, .Green,
and Blackwell,

TIGER BASEBALL TEAM

SPORTS

ERSKINE RACQUETEERS

A most successful weekend Indeed!
Beginning Friday the Tig■ers ripped into the Georgia Bulldog nine and took them ito ride to
the tune of 7 to 1 with A. C.
Swails controlling the visitors in
-finn atyl»
That, same afternoon
tne goirers trimmed "Wofford's representatives 11 1/2 to 6 1/2.
Then on big Saturday the cindermen got things going when they
took every first place and piled up
99 points against 32 to top Rock
Norman's Carolina squad;
next
Hoke Sloan's net stars defeated the
Wofford racqueteers 6-1; and the
diamond aces finished things hy
again bowling over .the
Athens
fcaseball team, this time 6 to 4.
It certainly looks like every single athletic team is just trying to
outdo the others and we sincerely
"hope the same spirit continues. The
•corps seems to be behind the spring
sports in a big way, but why
shouldn't it? We really have teams
of which we can truly be proud.

SEVEN

f

broke times and distance in
the low hurdles, mile, and javelin respectively. Mac Folger's
time in the 220 lows was 25.2
three-tenths of a second better
than that of Lambeth of Xewberry in the state meet last
year; Green turned in a brilliant 4:36 in the mile; and
Bubber Blackwell, Tiger captain hurled the javelin 184
feet 4 inches to better the distance of Powell Freeman, P.
C, three inches.
Harris Ford did the 220 in
22 seconds flat, just missing
Hutt's record time of last year
one-tenth of a second. It will
be mighty swell to see a few
new Clemson records chalked
up in the state meet as well
as to win it, of which there
is certainly no doubt now.
The State conflict is, as you
know, only a week from tomorrow and Saturday at Presbyterian College and perhaps
will be held under lights. The
installation of the candlepower
is under way now but it is
not certain at present about
night plans.

TIES F. U. DIAMONDEERS
FURMAX TENNIS

There can never be peace where material values of money, place, pleasure
By winning three of the singles
and power are the whole object of
and two of the doubles matches
human pursuit.—Dr. Cyril Norwood.
Furman University's tennis team
handed the Tiger netmen their first
defeat of the season last Thursday
Get Your Candy, Cigarets, Etc.
by a score of five to four. The
meet was held on the Furman courts
In Room 807
,
and the Clemson team will be out

TEN YEARS AGO: Baseball season begins this week with two
games with Georgia Tech.
A handsome new arcade building is to be constructed on the
Campus by the Sloan Brothers,
each of whom is to operate a store
in the edifice.
for revenge when the two teams get
The Commandaity's Office anBUDD'S SWEET SHOP
together here next Thursday.
nounces the Annual Spring Inspection, to be held April 25-27.
TWENTY YEARS AGO: Clem—ANNOUNCEMENT FOR JUNIORS—
son defeats Carolina 37-29 in a
see-saw game at Clemson, but loses
I am selling merchandise on your camp R. O. T. C.
to the Citadel Bulldogs by a score
check. No advance in price, no charge for this ser-i
of 47-20.
vice. See me for Linen Suits, White Shoes, TruberizPlans are announced for a fiveday encampment at Anderson, S.
ed Shirts, Linen Knickers, Bathing Trunks, Slacks,
C, to be held in place of the State
and many articles you will need.
Fair encampment which was not
held last fall.
We must turn to education as a social ills.—Dean William F. Russell.

HOKE SLOAN
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Send your clothes to us to be cleaned with the
latest equipment, we can assure you that the work
will be of the best.

Service with a smile

i

| Bleckiey's Dry Cleaners

MOTHERS DAY
Sunday, May 12th
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^REMEMBER HER WITH A SUITABLE GIFT
CANDY
A complete line of Beautiful Mother's Day Candy—
Reasonably priced from 49 cents a Pound up—
We will wrap and mail it for you. Make your selection early.

CARDS
A selection supreme of Mother's Day Cards
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an evening
date or a battle
with the books, wise undergrade have a "night-cap" before bed. They go to the
campus restaurant or the
house pantry and eat a bowl
of Kellogg's Rice Krispies. A
cereal so deliciously crisp
and crunchy that it actually
crackles in milk or cream!
AFTER

Rice Krispies are nourishing, yet light, easy to digest.
They satisfy that evening
hunger and help you sleep
better.
Try Rice Krispies for
breakfast or lunch. They're
more tempting than ever when
you add fruit or berries.
At hotels, restaurants and
grocers everywhere, ovenfresh, ready to serve. Made
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
Quality guaranteed.

T

OTHER GIFTS
Glo-Lamps—Whistlingv Kettles in Copper, Aluminum and
Chromium. Stationary—Mother's Day Packages
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2>zua (Bompcmu, &nc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75
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Listen!—
get hungry
We appreciate your patronage
Barber Shops in Sloan's
Arcade and 1st Barracks

PIKE & PATTERSON

THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C.
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WOMAN IS DEFINED
IN ACADEMY PAPER
This
learned
dissertation on
"Wimmin" has wandered far aneld but in clue time has found
its way from the ANNAPOLIS
LOG to THE TIGER through the
courtesy of THE SEWANEE PURPLE.
"Wuman is the opasite of men.
iShe is a man with long hair made
over features diferant close and
tempre. Some of the ways you can
tell a wuman is by the kine of
shoes they wares they is reliks of
China like dishes and if the shoe
fits gets 2 sises smaler. And you
can usully tell her by her skirts
altho they is repidly disappearing
but most of the time you cant tell
her anything.
But wimmin is
now doing everthing a man does
escept chew and ware enugh close.
They hadent enugh bad habets
them selves but they ha dto go and
borrow mens.
They now smoke
gambel cuss vote ware trowsers
and other evels. Wumman is useful 'because they makes good wives
tout they have many affickions. The
worst is lateness.
Adate at six
with wumman menes 9 and sum
19:30.
Others forget what date
it was. They also get the gimmys.
Gimmy this and that and thoses."
"Men have tungs jointed at the
back so the forard end flaps. The
frog has tungs hitched at the front
so the back end can bent out.
Wimmin has theres pivitet in the
middle so when the front gets tired
they can use the back.
A man
once thought he had the onley
perpetule moshen mashine. 1 nite
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production. It opened at the Theatre WHAT WOULD LOCAL
Guild Theatre on W. 52nd Street in
PROFS DO WITH THIS
New York on December 10, 1934. The
SIMPLE LITTLE QUIZ?
impression it leaves is fresh, and should
(Continued from page one)
be lasting.
1934
—S. P. T.
6.—If the rear of an automobile is.
(Editor's 'Note: The review above
Valley Forge, the latest product of
jacked up and the engine is in lowthe bold pen of Maxwell Anderson is was contributed by a member of Profgear, then the action of the differential
a distinctly different historical drama. Lane's class in Dramatic Literature.
is such that if you turn by hand the
It paints a vivid and revealing picture
left wheel at 10 R. P. M. forward, the
Week-end by Phil Strong 1935
of the trials and hardships undergone
right wheel will turn backward at 10
pp 276
by George Washington and his gallant
R. P. M.
This new novel by Phil Strong is
men at Valley Forge during the winter
7.—Kant said that space is empirical
entirely different from his earlier works
of 1778-79.
and not a priori.
Washington's small army, quartered in that he deals with a type of charac8.—The first known use of an alphaat Valley Forge, suffers terribly from ter entirely new. The people in his
bet was by the Phoenicians.
lack of food, shelter, and clothing, and earlier novels are notable for their
9.—The four-dimensional anazogue of
dissention and desertion run rampant vividness and eccentricities, these for
a cube has twelve corners.
through the ranks. Howe, the British their sophistication.
10.—It is generally accepted that
The variety of the guests on the
commander, circulates a rumor that
Duccio was strongly under the inthe French will not aid the rebels. A week-end covered by the plot is as
fluence of Byzantine style.
lax and grasping Congress secretly plots great as their sophistication. There
11.—In addition to his better known
surrender, while jealous rivals seek to is a professional Southerner, an authorwork, we have a number of sonnetsoust Washington. Inspired by the loy- ity on animal life, a supposed explorer,
by Chaucer.
alty and steadfastness of his men de- a New York banker, and an uninvited
12.—There is agreement among asspite the trying times, the great com- girl.
tronomers that Percival Lowell's mathFlora Baitsell, who is giving th-j
mander remains, to the last, unswerving
ematical prediction of the existence of
in his fight for the liberty of his coun- party, invites persons she knows will
the planet Pluto was as valid as the
not be congenial. The occasion for the
try.
prediction by Edams and Leverrier of
Valley Forge has been aptly describ- party is Flora's thirty-third birthday,
Neptune.
ed as a "mixture of hardheaded cynic- and it finds her still unmarried and tryThe answers: 1, true; 2, true; 3r
ism and soft sentimentality." No at- ing to decide what to do about it. She
true; 4, false, 5, true: 6, true; 7, false;
tempt is made to gloss over the shame- invites the Huhns, who do not love
8, false; 9, false; 10, true; 11, false;
ful treachery and greed exhibited fre- each other, and the Abbeys who are
12, false.
quently during this critical period in our deeply in love. She wants to watch her
nation's history. At the same time, guests in order to decide whether or Hamburger Sandwiches made
however, Anderson eulogizes Washing- not to marry herself.
of tenderloin steak and broiled
The situation is a good one and ;
ton and enhances his greatness and
n butter
glory. The climax of the drama is there is a generous helping of storyThe author is so successful in handsplendidly built up by an accumulating
mass of motifs to a really superb cur- ling this new type of character that
tain scene where the author contrives the critics in general rank his new atto leave the audience with an uplifting tempt alongside State Fair and StrangVisit the "Y" Barber Shop
picture of the true patriotic spirit of er's Return, which have already estaband give us a try
the time. The entire play presents "an lished Strong as an outstanding and
aspect of crisis, character, and deed." brilliant novelist.
BAILEY AND KAY
J. P. W.
This drama was a very recent stage

EXPERIMENT STATION Books New In The
Library
TO GETLABORATORY Clemson
Valley Forye by Maxwell Anderson
$50,000 Building to Be Erected
at Florence by Federal
Government
The South Carolina Legislature passed a law last week enabling the trustees of Clemson College to deed land
belonging to the college to the Federal
Government to use for building purposes.
The first deed under this new law
will be for the purpose of establishing
a new laboratory building at the experiment station at Florence.
$50,000 STRUCTURE
This $50,000 laboratory building will
be for the joint use of the South Carolina Experiment Station Staff and the
employees of the United States Department of Agriculture stationed there.
The work on the erection of this building should begin within the next three
oi four months according to Dean R.
A. McGinty of the School of Agriculture.
he got married, The next day he
junked his modle and got a job
as a traveling sailsman."
"Wimmen is a neckessary evle
which you gotto get along with
cause you cant get along without
wummans."
These nautical brains seem to
trip a light fantastic but 'thar's
sense in them thar lines'.
The belief that man can conquer
his environment is the actual benefit
Columbus conferred on humanity—
Struthers Burt.

"Sure, enjoy yourself,"
said Jim. "It's a ding
good cigarette.'

SCOTTY'S MESSERY

X was working way late at the
office one night and ran out of cigarettes.
When Jim the watchman came through
I tackled him for a smoke.
"Sure," says Jim, and he handed
over a pack of Chesterfields. "Go ahead,
Mr. Kent, take three or four."
Jim said he'd smoked a lot of cigarettes in his time, but he'd put Chesterfield up in front of any of 'em when
it came to taste.
. . . "and they ain't a bit strong
either," is the way Jim put it.
That was the first Chesterfield I
ever smoked. And I'm right there with
him, too, when he says it's a ding
good cigarette.

lunO Jo €<nox£ j&nefcnUOthruf' C lte4 fojh'ctc'
1935.
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